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Abstract 
Let (~(G) denote the minimum degree of a graph G. We prove that a graph G of order a~ 
least 4k + 6 with 6(G)>~k + 2 contains k pairwise vertex-disjoint K~.,'s. The conditions on the 
minimum degree and on the order of the graph are best possible in a sense. @ 1999 Elsevie~ 
Science B.V. All rights reserved 
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1. Introduction 
We consider only undirected graphs without loops or multiple edges. For a graph 
G, we denote by V(G), E(G) and 6(G) the vertex set, the edge set and the minimum 
degree of G, respectively. Let F be a given connected graph. Suppose that IV(G){ is a 
multiple of I V(F)]. A spanning subgraph of G is called an F-factor if its components 
are all isomorphic to F. 
There are many results concerning minimum degree conditions for a graph to haw 
an F-factor. Corrfidi and Hajnal [2] proved that ~(G)>~ IV(G)I suffices for the cx-- 
istence of a K~-factor. Enomoto et al. [5] proved for F=P3 that 6(G)~>~IV(G)] 
is sufficient if G is connected. Hajnal and Szemer6di [7] proved for F = K, that 
~3(G) >~ ( ( t -1 ) / t )  Ir (a) l  suffices. More generally, Alon and Yuster [1] proved an asymp- 
totic result, which states that ¢5(G)~>(1 -- 1/z(F))IV(G)I assures the existence of an 
F-factor, where )~(F) denotes the chromatic number of F. 
In the case where F is a claw, i.e., F =Kt.3, Alon and Yuster's result implies that 
(~(G)~>(1/2 + o(1))IV(G) I suffices. (Note that claws in this paper are not required to 
be induced.) In fact, it is proved in [3] that ~(a)>~t:lv(a)l is sufficient unless G is 
isomorphic to Kx,2k with k being odd. However, if we want to find k pairwise vertex- 
disjoint claws in a graph of order slightly larger than 4k, a much weaker condition on 
the minimum degree guarantees the existence. Our main result is the following. 
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Main Theorem. I f  G is a graph with IV(G)[ ~>4k+6 and 3(G)~>k+2, then G contains 
k pairwise vertex-disjoint claws. 
Let G be obtained from a cycle of length N with N>~3k + 1 by adding k - 1 
vertices that are adjacent o all vertices of the cycle. It is clear that G does not contain 
k pairwise vertex-disjoint claws and has minimum degree k + 1. This shows that the 
minimum degree condition 6(G)>>.k + 2 is best possible. 
The condition on the order of the graph is also best possible for any integer k with 
k =4,7 ,8  and k~> 10. To see this, let a, b and c be the integers atisfying a+b+c=k-1  
and [~! j  =a<~b<~c= [~] ,  and consider the graph G:K4a+3 UK4b+3 UK4c+3. It is 
obvious that G contains at most a + b + c = k -  1 pairwise vertex-disjoint claws, and 
the minimum degree is 4a + 2 = 4[~-~2J + 2~>k + 2. 
However, if we assume that G is connected, the condition [V(G)I t> 4k + 6 seems not 
to be best possible. We conjecture that if G is a connected graph with ]V(G)[ ~>4k+3 
and 3(G)>~k + 2, then G contains k pairwise vertex-disjoint claws. Furthermore, we 
have not found any 2-connected graph of order 4k + 1 with 6(G) = k + 2 which does 
not contain k pairwise vertex-disjoint claws. 
We need the following notation and terminology. Let G be a graph. We denote 
by ~o(G) the number of components of G. For a vertex v E V(G), we denote by 
N(v)=NG(v) and deg(v)= degc(v ) the set of vertices adjacent o v and the degree 
of v, respectively. For a vertex set S C V(G), we write (S} = (S)c for the subgraph 
of G induced by S. For disjoint subsets S and T of V(G), we let E(S,T)=Ec(S,T)  
denote the set of edges of G joining a vertex in S and a vertex in T. When S or T 
consists of a single vertex, say S = {x} or T = {y}, we write E(x, T) or E(& y) for 
E(S, T). 
2. Preparation for the proof of the main theorem 
The subsequent four sections (including this section) are devoted solely to the proof 
of the main theorem. 
We assume that there exists a graph G with ]V(G)]>~4k + 6 and ~(G)>>.k + 2 
such that G does not contain k pairwise vertex-disjoint claws. Suppose that G is an 
edge-maximal counterexample. Then G contains k -  1 vertex-disjoint claws, say C/1), 
C (2) . . . . .  C (k - l ) .  Let H = G - (WiL l  1 v(c (i))). We suppose that C d~, C (2~ .. . . .  c(k-I) 
are chosen so that 
(a) IE(H)I is maximum, 
(b) subject o (a), ~o(H) is minimum, and 
(c) subject to (a) and (b), y-~k~l IE({V(C(i))))I is maximum. 
By the assumption, H contains no claw, or equivalently, every vertex of H has degree 
at most two. We define n= IV(H)[. Note that n= [V(G) [ -  4 (k -  1)>~(4k + 6) -  
(4k - 4) = 10. 
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For each i, let a (i) be the center of C u) and B ~i) ft, u) ~(i) t, ii) 1 be the set of leaves = t~l  ~2 '~3 J 
of C u). In the following argument, we sometimes fix i and set C = C in. In such cases, 
we write a, B, bL, b2 and b3 instead of a u~, B u), b~l 't, b~ ') and ~3 , respectively. 
Let P~),P(2~ .. . .  ,P(~) be the triangular components of H,  i.e., the components of H 
isomorphic to K3. Define 
U= 0 V(P(~)) and W=V(H) - -U .  
In the rest of this section, we shall settle the case where s >~ 3. 
First consider the case s>~4. For each ~ with 1 ~<~<4, we take a vertex u~ E V(P~!). 
Since 
k--1 4 4 
~ [E(V(C(~)),u~)I : ~ (deg~;(u~) - 2)~>4k, 
i--I ~ I ~--1 
4 there exists an index i with 1 <~i<<,k-1 such that ~=l  IE(V(CU~),u~)I >4. Then there 
exist two edges xu~ and yu[~ joining V(C u)) and {Ul,U2, bt3,U4 } with x, y E V(CU~), 
x¢  y and ~¢f l .  Replacing C li) by claws contained in ({x} U V(P(~})) and ({y} U V 
(pi/~t)), we obtain k pairwise vertex-disjoint claws in G. This is a contradiction. 
Next consider the case s = 3. For each ~ with 1 ~<~<3, we take a vertex u~ E V(P~) ,  
and take a vertex v E W. 
Lemma 2.1. I f  C = C u) satisfies IE(V(C), {u~,u2,us, v})l ~>5, then 
(i) 2<~IE(V(C),v)I<~3 , and 
(ii) E(B, {ul, u2, us}) = 0. 
Proof. I f  IE(V(C), v)l = 4, then since [E(V(C), {ul, u2, H3, v})l  ~ 5, there exists an edge 
xu~ with x E V(C) and l~<e ~<3. Then both ( (V(C) -  {x})U {v}) and ({x} U V(PI~))) 
contain a claw, which is a contradiction. Hence IE(V(C),v)] <<.3. 
I f  E(V(C), v) = (~, then we have IE(V(C), {ul, u2, u3 })j/> 5. This implies that there 
exist two independent edges joining V(C) and {Ul,U2,U3}, and hence (V(C)U U) 
contains two vertex-disjoint claws. This is a contradiction. Hence IE(V(C),v)I >~ 1. 
To show (i) and (ii), we first suppose that avCE(G). Then, any edge bpu~ E
E(B, {ul, u2, u3}) would make two vertex-disjoint claws in ((V(C) - {bp} ) U {v}) and 
({bl,}UV(P(~))), and hence (ii) follows. By (ii), E(V(C),{ul,u2, u3})=E(a,{u~, 
u2,u3}), and hence tE(a,{ul,u2,us})[<~3, implying that ]E(V(C),v)I~2. This 
shows (i). 
We may assume that av~E(G). Since tE(V(C),v)I >~1, there exists an edge bz, v 
with l~<p~<3. We claim that E(B-  {bp},{Ul,U2, U3})=O. Assume that there ex- 
ists an edge b,tu~ with q ¢ p. If  we replace C by the claw with center u~ contained 
in ({bq} U V(P~))) and set H '= ((V(H) - V(PI~)))U (V (C) -  {bq})), then we have 
[E(H')I ~> ]E(H)I and ~(H ' )<o~(H) .  This contradicts the maximality of IE(H)I or the 
minimality of ~(H) .  Hence E(B-  {b t, }, {u l, u2, u3 }) = (~ holds, as claimed. Now, since 
E(V(C), {ul, u2, us }) = E({a, bp}, {ul, u2, u3 } ) cannot contain two independent edges, it 
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contains at most three edges. This implies that IE(V(C), v)f ~>2, and (i) follows. Now, 
we have another edge bqv with q ~ p. Applying the previous claim to this edge, we 
have E(B - {bq}, {Ul, u2, u3}) = (a, and hence E(B, {u~, u2, u3}) = ~. This completes the 
proof. [] 
Define 
J=  {i]1 <.i <~k - 1,1E(V(C li)), {ul,u2,u3,9} ) 1i>5}. 
Lemma 2.2. ~,ej ]E(V(C{O)o v)l >1 IJI + 4. 
Proof. Let ]JI =m. By the definition of J ,  if i ~ J  then IE(V(C{°), {ul,u2,u3,v}) I ~4. 
For iE J ,  by Lemma 2.1(ii), ]E(V(C{i)),{ul,u:,u3})] ~<3 holds. Since a(G)~>k+2 and 
the maximum degree of H is two, we have 
4k 
~< 
E V(C(i)),{Ul,bl2,bl3,1)} 
\ i=1  
[E( V(C (i)), {Ul, tg2, u3, •} )1 
+ ~ lu(v(c%,{u,,u2,u3})l + ~ IE(v(c~), ~)1 
iEJ ieJ 
4(k -  1 - m)+3m+ ~ ]E(V(C{O),v)]. 
iEJ 
Thus ~iea IE(V(CIO)'v)] >-m +4 follows. 
We may assume that J=  {1,2 . . . . .  m} where m= IJI, and 
IE(V(C<')), v)] >~ IE(V(C~2)), v)l >~... >1 ]E(V(C<m)), v)]. 
Then by Lemmas 2.1(i) and 2.2, one of the following statements holds: 
(a) m>~2, IE(V(C{I)),v)] =3 and IE(V(C{2)),v)]>~2. 
(b) m~>3 and IE(V(C{I)),v)] = IE(V(C{2)),v)] = IE(V(C{3)),v)I =2. 
Case (a): We can take X {1) c V(C ~I) and X ~21 c V(C ~2~) such that 
X~I)CN(v)O V(C ~'~) - {all)}, Ix '> I =2, 
X(2) CN(u)N V(C (2)) - {a(2)}, IX(2)J ~- 1. 
By Lemma 2.1(i) and (ii), it follows that IN(a~il)n {ul,u2,u3}l ~>2 for i = 1,2. Hence 
we can take two independent edges a~J)u~ and a~2)u/~. Then, each of (X ~1) U X 12) U {v}), 
({a (1)} U V(P(~))) and ({a ~2)} U V(P(/~))) contains a claw. These claws together with 
C O) .... ,C ~k-l) form k pairwise vertex-disjoint claws in G. This contradicts the as- 
sumption that G is a counterexample. 
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Case (b): In this case, since 3 <~ IE(V(C ~)), { ul, u2, u3 } )1 - IE(a ti), {ul, u2, u~ } )1 for 
i -1 ,2 ,3 ,  we have a(ilu~EE(G) for all i and ~ with 1<~i,~<~3. We take a ver- 
tex x li) E N(v)f~ V(C t i l ) -  {a ill} for i=  1,2,3. Then, each of (~,xII),x<21,x t:'i) and 
({a ~')} U V(P<i!)) (1 ~<i~<3) contains a claw, contradicting the assumption. 
This complete the proof of the main theorem in the case where s = 3. ! 
3. Basic lemmas 
In this section, assuming s ~< 2, we prove several basic lemmas concerning the number 
of edges between V(C ~il) and V(H), which will be used frequently in the subsequent 
sections. Throughout his section, we fix i with l~<i ~<k - 1. So a denotes the center 
of C -  C I't, and B= {bl,b2,b3} denotes the set of leaves of C. 
Lemma 3.1. [~'" vE V(H) is adjacent to the vertex a, then IE(bf, ,V(H)- {t ' t ) ]~ 
degH(~ ) holds .for every b r, E B. 
Proof. Replace C by the claw with center a contained in ( (V (C) -  {bj,})U {v}) The 
result follows immediately from the maximality of ]E(H)]. LIJ 
Lemma 3.2. / f  vE V(H) is adjacent o all vertices in B, then IE(a, V (H) -  {c})] ~< 
degH(v). 
Proof. Replace C by the claw with center v contained in ( (V (C) -  {a})U {v}). The 
result follows immediately from the maximality of ]E(H )1. - 
Lemma 3.3. I ra vertex v C V(H) with degH(v) 2 is adjacent o a vertex in B, then 
E(a, V(H) - {v} - NH(v)) ---- ~). 
Proof. Suppose that bpvEE(G) and av' ¢E(G) for r~E V(H) -  {l~}- NH(t~). Then 
each of ( { bt,, ~ } U NH (v)) and ( {a, t/} U (B - { b~, } )) contains a claw, which implies that 
G contains k pairwise vertex-disjoint claws, a contradiction. % 
Lemma 3.4. / f  E(a, V (H) )¢  ~ and [E(bt,, V(H))[ >~3 jbr a vertex bp ~ B, then [E(h I. 
V(H))[ 3 andN(a)NV(H)CN(bp)AV(H) .  
Proof. Otherwise, we can find in (V(C)U V(H)) a claw with center b I, and a claw 
with center a which are mutually vertex-disjoint, a contradiction. 5 
Lemma 3.5. I f ' I (N(bp)UN(bq))AV(H) ~>5 Jor bp, bq¢B with p¢q ,  then [E(b!~ 
V(H))] <~ 1 or ]E(bq, V(H))] ~< 1. 
Proof. Otherwise, we can find vertex-disjoint claws with centers bp and b,~ in (I/(C)L_~ 
V(H)), a contradiction. 
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Lemma 3.6. Let u and w be distinct vertices in W with degH(u)= degtt(w)= 2. I f  
N(u) UN(w) D V(C), then [E(V(C), u)[ ~< 1 or ]E(V(C),w)[ <~ I. 
Proof. Suppose that [E(V(C),u)[>12 and [E(V(C),w)[I>2. Since N(u)UN(w)D 
V(C), V(C) can be partitioned into X and Y such that XCN(u) ,  YcN(w)  and 
IX[ = IYI =2.  On the other hand, since degH(u)= degH(w)=2 and u and w are not 
contained in a triangular component of H, we can choose distinct vertices x E NH(u) - 
{w} and y E N,(w) - {u}. Then ({u,x} UX) contains a claw, ({w, y} U Y) contains a 
claw, and these claws are vertex-disjoint, a contradiction. [] 
Lemma 3.7. Let v be a vertex in W with degH(v ) = 2, and let Nl4(V) = {u, w}. Sup- 
pose that deg~/(u) = degH(w) = 2 and E(B, v) ~ O. Then 
(i) [E(B,{u,w})l <~4, and 
(ii) if equality holds in (i) and IE(B,v)I =3, then N(u)NB=N(w)NB.  
Proof. We may assume that [E(B,u)I ~ IE(B,w)[. We set NH(U) = {v,x} and NH(W) = 
{v, y}. Note that x ¢ w and y ¢ u since v E W, but it is possible that x = y. 
To show (i), we assume that IE(B, {u, w} )[ >_-5. Then, we have IE(B,w)[--3 and 
IE(B,u)I/>2. We may assume that blu, b2u E E(G). I fE({bl,b2},v)¢ O, say b~vEE(G) 
without loss of generality, then (a, bl, u, v) contains a claw with center bl and (b2, b3, 
w,y) contains a claw with center w, a contradiction. Otherwise, we have b3v E E(G) 
because E(B, v) ~ O. Then, (a, b3, v, w) and (bx, b2, u,x) contain a claw, a contradiction. 
Thus it is proved that [E(B,{u,w}) 1 4<.4. 
To show (ii), we suppose that IE(B, {u, w})[ = 4 and IE(B, v)[ = 3. If  N(u) NB 
N(w)NB, then we can find a vertex bp EB such that bp is adjacent o u and the rest 
of the vertices in B are adjacent o w. Then, (a, bp, u, v) contains a claw with center bp 
and ( (B -  {bp})U {w,y}) contains a claw with center w. This is a contradiction. [] 
Lemma 3.8. Suppose that {u,v,w,x} c W induces a path component in H such that 
uv, vw and wxEE(H). Then 
(i) [E(B, {u,w})[ ~<4, and 
(ii) if equality holds in (i), then one of the followings holds: (a) N(u)NB=N(w)NB; 
or (b) [N(u)NB[ = 1 and [N(w)NB[ =3. 
Proof. I f  there exists a vertex bp EB such that bpwEE(G) and ]E(B- {bp),u)l =2,  
then by replacing C by a claw contained in (bp, v,w,x), we get a contradiction to 
the maximality of ]E(H)]. This implies that if [E(B,u) I=3 then E(B,w)---0, and if 
]E(B,u)I =2 then N(w)NBCN(u)NB.  This proves the lemma. [] 
Lemma 3.9. Let P be a triangular component of H. I f  E(V(C), V(H) -  V(P))¢O, 
then [E(V(C), V(P))[ ~<3. 
Proof. I f  E(a ,V(H) -  V(P))¢O, then by Lemma 3.3, E(B,u)=O for every 
vertex u E V(P), and hence IE(V(C), V(P))[ = IE(a, V(P))143 follows. Thus we may 
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assume that E(a, V(H) - V(P)) = 0. Without loss of generality, we may assume that 
E(bl, V(H) - V(P)) ¢ 0. If E(bp, V(P)) ¢ ~ for some p ¢ 1, then by replacing C by a 
claw contained in ({bp} U V(P)), we get a contradiction to the maximality of ]E(H)[ or 
the minimality of ~o(H). Thus E({bz,b3}, V(P))=O. Suppose that [E(V(C), V(P))[ = 
]E({a, bl},V(P))]>~4. Then there exist two independent edges ax and biT with x, 
y E V(P). By replacing C by a claw contained in (a, b2,b3,x), we get a contradiction 
to the maximality of ]E(H)[ or the minimality of ~o(H). 7-] 
Lemma 3.10. Let P be a triangular component of H. I f  there ex&ts a vertex v 
V(H) -  V(P) such that [E(V(C),v)]>j2, then E(B, V(P))----q), and hence it follows 
that IE(V(C), V(P))[ ~<3. 
Proof. If bpu E E(G) for some bp E B and u E V(P), then since E(V(C) -  {bp}, v )¢  q), 
by replacing C by a claw contained in ({bp} U V(P)), we get a contradiction to the 
maximality of ]E(H)[ or the minimality of ~o(H). 
Lemma 3.11, Let P be a triangular component of H. I f  there exists a vertex 
v E V(H) - V(P) such that degH(v) ÷ [E(V(C), v)l >_,4, then E(V(C), V(P)) --= q). 
Proof. Assume that E(x, V(P)) ¢ 0 for some x E V(C). Then ({x} U V(P)) contains 
a claw. Also, since degH(v ) + [E(V(C) -  {x},v)[ ~>3, ({v}UNH(v)U(V(C) -  {x})) 
contains a claw with center v. This is a contradiction. [] 
Lemma 3.12. Suppose that bp E B & adjacent o two vertices u and w & H. Then, 
the followin9 inequality holds: 
]E(a, V(H))[ + ]E(bp, V(H))[ ÷ degH(u ) + IE(V(C),u) I
+ degH(w ) + [E(V(C),w)[ >t ]E(V(C), V(H))[ + 2 + [E((a,u,w))[. 
Proof. Define Eo=]E(u,w)[, ex =[E(a,u)t and e2=[E(a,w)]. If we replace C by a 
claw contained in (a, bp, u,w) and set H'=( (V(H) -  {u ,w}) )U(V(C) -  {a, bt,}) , 
then by the maximality of [E(H)[, 
o ~ IE(/4)I- IE(/-/')I 
~< (degH(u) + degH(w) - Co) - ]E(B - {bp}, V(H) - {u,w}) I.
Hence 
IE(B - {bp}, V(H) - {u,w})] ~< degH(u ) + degtt(w ) - Co. 
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Consequently, 
IE(a, V(H))I ÷ IE(bp, V(H))I ÷ IE(V(C),u)l ÷ IE(V(C),w)I 
=- tE(V(C), V(H))J ÷ IE( {a, bp}, {u,w})] 
-IE(v(c)- {a, G}, v(H)- {u,w})t 
>~ [E(V(C), V(H))[ + (2 + el + e2) - (degH(u) + degH(w) -- e.0) 
= ]E(V(C), V(H))[ + 2 + IE((a,u,w})l - (degH(u) + degH(w)), 
which is equivalent to the desired inequality. [] 
4. Counting argument 
In order to prove the main theorem, we shall choose one, two or three c(i) 's,  and 
we shall show that they together with some vertices in H contain more claws, which 
contradicts the assumption that G is a counterexample. In this section, we shall find 
a good vertex in H that can be used later to find an extra claw. Recall that U is the 
set of vertices contained in the triangular components of H, and W = V(H) - U. We 
define 
I = {i l l  <~i<~k - 1, E(V(C(i)), W)=~},  
J={ i  I I~ i~k-  1, iq{I, [E(V(C(i)) ,V(H)) I>n-s}. 
Note that since n~> 10 and s~<2, it follows that [E(V(C(i)), V(H))[ >/9 if iE J .  
Lemma 4.1. There exists a vertex v E W such that 
degH(v) + ~ IE(g(c(i)), v)[ ~> [J] + 3. 
i G] 
Proof. We set l = [I[ and m = [J[, and assume that degH(v)+~i~j IE(V(C(i)), v)[ ~<m+ 
2 for a l l vCW.  
We first claim that [E(V(C(i)), U)I <~ 12 for each i EI. I f  V(C ~i)) is joined by edges 
to at most one component of (U), then the claim is obvious. If V(C (i)) is joined to 
at least two components of (U), then by Lemma 3.9, IE(V(C(i)), U)[ ~<3s<12. Thus 
the claim follows. Note that this claim implies that 
IE(V(C(i)), U)] ~< 12/. (4.1) 
i~l 
For i @J, since E(V(C(i)), W) ~ ~, it follows from Lemma 3.9 that ]E(V(C(i)), U)[ 
3s holds. Hence 
[E( V ( C<i)), U)[ <, 3sm. (4.2) 
iCJ 
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Also, by the definition of I and J, if i ~ I U J, then 
IE(F(C~), V(H))I <~n - s. (4.3) 
Now, we shall estimate the following weighted sum of the degrees of the vertices in 
H in two ways: ~ ~,mc' dego(u)+ ~,~s~ degG(v). First, since 6(G)>~k +2, we have 
2 f2  \ 
degej(u)+ ~ degc;(v)~>(k+2 ) /~ iU I+ LWIi =(k+2) (n  s>. 
3 ,,~l. l,cw / 
(4.4) 
On the other hand, using inequalities (4.1), (4.2) and (4.3), we have 
2 ~ degcs(u)+ ~ degc;(v) 
( ) 2 ,~ degH(u) + ~ ]E(V(C~i)),u)I 
3 i=l I 
( ) + ~ degu(v) + ~ IE(V(C~'I),v)I 
I~ I I '  i=:1 
= g degH(u)+ ~+~+ ~ IE(V(Cti l) ,U)I 
1 ' te l  iCd i~IUd 
+ ~ (degH(v)+~lE(V(C~i'),v)l) + ~ IE(V(Cli)),W)[ 
t'~ W iC,l i(~ lt JJ 
2( ) 
~ ~ degH(u)+ ~IE(V(C~i l ) ,U)]  + ~ IE(V(CI'I),U)] 
uCL iCl iff.! 
+ ~ (degH(v)+ ~IE(V(C"'),t')I) + ~ IE(V(Ct"),V(H))I 
t'~ 11" t'~J i~luJ.J 
2 
~< ~(6s + 121 + 3sm) + (m + 2)(n - 3s) + (n - s)(k - 1 - l - m) 
= (k + 2) (n -  s) + 8 l -  (l + 1)(n - s) 
~<(k + 2)(n - s) - 8. 
This contradicts inequality (4.4). [] 
In the following argument, we consider the vertices in W satisfying the condition in 
Lemma 4.1. We define 
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which is not empty by Lemma 4.1. We also define 
W1 : {v E W[ 3i E J, degH(v) + [E(V(C(i)), V)[ ~>4}, 
W2: {uEW-  W 1 [~f°CJ'[J°[:2'degH(v) Al- iEJoE [g(g(a(i)),u)l~5} , 
W3 .~- {yEW--  W 1 -- W2 [ =kl° c J' lJ°l : B' degg(v) + iEJoZ [E( V( C(i)), v)[ >~6 } • 
Lemma 4.2. The following statements hold." 
(i) Wo c Wl u w2 u w3. 
(ii) I f  v is a vertex in Wo with degH(v ) = 1, then v E WI U W2. 
(iii) I f  v is a vertex in Wo with degH(v ) = 2, then v E Wl. 
Proof. Suppose that v E W0. By the definition of Wo, 
~-~AIE(V(C(i)),v)I - 1)t>3 - degH(v). (4.5) 
iEJ 
If deg/4(v)=2, then by (4.5), there exists i E J  such that IE(V(f(i)),v)[- 1/>1, im- 
plying that vE Wi. If deg/~(v)= 1, then by (4.5), either there exists i E J  such that 
[E(V(C~i)), v ) [ -  1 >/2, which implies that v E Wl, or there exist i , j  E J with i # j  such 
that ([E(V(C(i)),v)l- 1)+( [E(V(C( J ) ) ,v ) I -  1)~>2, which implies that vE W2. Also, if 
degH(v ) = 0, then by (4.5), there exists Jo C J with [Jo[ ~< 3 such that EiCJo ([E( V(C (i)), 
v)l - 1)~>3, which implies that vE W1U W2U W3. [] 
Lemma 4.3. f f  v E Wt, then degH(v ) : 1 or 2. 
Proof. Suppose that C = C (i) with i E J  is the one satisfying degl4(V)+lE(V(C ), v)[ >14. 
If we assume that deg~/(v)= 0, then we have IE(V(C), v)l = 4, and hence v is adjacent 
to all vertices in C. In particular, since av E E(G), we see from Lemma 3.1 that 
IE(bp, V (H)  - {v})[~< degH(v)=0 for all bpEB. 
Also, since blv, b2v, b3v E E(G), we see from Lernma 3.2 that 
[E(a, V (H)  - {v})] ~< deg/4(v ) = 0. 
It follows that IE(V(C), V(H))[ = IE(V(C),v)I--4. On the other hand, since i E J ,  we 
have [E(V(C), V(H))[ >n - s~>8. This is a contradiction. [] 
5. Proof of the main theorem 
In this section, we continue with the notation of the preceding sections, and complete 
the proof of the main theorem. We first consider the case where W1 = 0. 
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Case 1: WI =!3. 
We take a vertex v C W0 and fix it. By Lemma 4.2(i), v C W2 U I413. Also by Lemma 
4.2(iii), degH(v) ~< 1. Let J0 be a subset of J satisfying the conditions in the definition 
of W 2 or 1413, namely, 2 ~< [J01 ~< 3 and 
degH(v ) + ~ IE(V(C~i)), v)l ~> IJol + 3. (5.1) 
iCJo 
By the definition of W2 and I413, for each i CJo, we have IE(V(C~i)),v)I >12. 
Lemma 5.1. For each C = C ~i) with i E J o, one of the followin9 statements holds: 
(i) IE(a, V(H) - {v} - NH(v)) 1/>3 - degH(v). 
(ii) av f[E(G) and IE(bp, V(H) - {v} - NH(V)) I>~21J01 for some bp E B. 
Proof. Since i E Jo C J ,  we have 
IE(V(C), V(H))I ~>n - s + 1 )9 .  (5.2) 
Since v q~Wi and i CJo, 2<~[E(V(C),v)[<<.3. We assume that statement (i) does not 
hold. Then we have 
[E(a, V(H) - {v})[ ~<(2 - degH(v)) + [NH(V)[ = 2. 
I f  av E E(G), then by Lemma 3.1, [E(B, V(H) - {v})l ~< 3 deg H(v) ~< 3, and hence 
IE(V(C), V(H))i = IE(V(C),v)I+IE(a, V (H) -{v}  )I+IE(B, V (H) -{v}  )I ~<3+2+3 = 8, 
a contradiction to (5.2). This shows that av ~E(G). Therefore 
IE(a, V(H))I = IE(a, V(H) - {v})[ <~2. (5.3) 
By (5.2) and (5.3), we have [E(B, V(H))[ )7 .  This implies that there exists a vertex 
bp EB with IE(bp, V(H))[ )3 .  We fix such a vertex bp. 
Let u and w be any two vertices in N(bp)N V(H). I f  u6  W, then since Wi =~3, we, 
have 
degH(u ) + [E(V(C),u)[ <~3. 
I f  u 6 U, then by Lemma 3.10, we have [E(V(C),u)[ ~< 1. Hence the above inequality 
holds even if u 6 U. Similarly, we have degH(w)+ IE(V(C),w)I ~<3. Then, by Lemma 
3.12, 
[E(bp, V(H) ) I >1 IE(V( C), V(H) )I + 2 + [E( (a,u, w} )[ - [E(a, V(H))[ 
--(degH(u ) + IE(V(C),u)I) - (degH(w) + [E(V(C),w)[) 
~> 9+2+ IE( (a,u, w) )l - IE(a, V(H) )I - 3 - 3. 
= 5 + [E((a,u,w)) I - IE(a,  V(H))[. (5.4) 
Suppose that E(a, V (H) )¢  O. Then by Lemma 3.4, 
IE(bp, V(H))  I =3,  and N(a)n  V(H) CN(bp)N V(H). 
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We may assume that u or w was chosen from N(a)(~ V(H). Then E((a,u,w))¢O, 
and hence by (5.4), 3 = IE(bp, V(H))I >>.6 - [E(a, V(H))[. This contradicts (5.3). 
Thus we have E(a, V(H)) = 0. Then by (5.2), [E(B, V(H))[ >~9. On the other hand, 
by (5.4), [E(bp, V(H))[~>5. I f  [E(bp, V(H))[<~6, then there exists a vertex bqEB 
with bq 7Lbp such that [E(bq, V(H))[ ~>2. This contradicts Lemma 3.5. Thus we have 
IE(bp, V(H)) 1/>7, and hence 
IE(bp, V(H) - {v} - NH(v)) I ~>6 - degH(v ). 
Since 6 -  degH(v)~>4, statement (ii) immediately follows if [J01 =2.  If  [J01=3, or 
equivalently if v E W3, then by Lemma 4.2(ii), we have degH(v ) = 0, and hence 
IE(bp, V(H) - {v} - NH(V))[ >6 = 2 l Jo l .  
This completes the proof of Lemma 5.1. © 
Now, we shall find [J01 + 1 vertex-disjoint claws in (UicJo v(c(i)) U V(H)), contra- 
dicting the assumption that G is a counterexample. We may assume that J0 = {i [ 1 ~< i ~< 
[J0[}. We may also assume that for an integer h with 0~<h ~< [J0[, C = C (i~ satisfies 
(i) in Lemma 5.1 for all l<<.i<.h, and C=C (i~ satisfies (ii) in Lemma 5.1 for all 
h + 1 ~<i~< [J01. Moreover, for C= C (i) with h + 1 ~<i~< [J0[, we can assume that bl is 
the vertex bp satisfying the condition of Lemma 5.1(ii). 
By the assumption that v E W2 U W3, we have (5.1), or equivalently, 
(IE(V(C(i)), v)[ - 1 )/> 3 - degH(v). 
iEJo 
This inequality implies that for each i (l<~i<~[Jo[), we can choose a subset X(i) C 
N(v) N V(C (i)) such that 
and 
IX(i)[ ~ [E(V(c(i)), v)l - 1, 
IJ0J 
IX (i)] = 3 - degH(v) 
i=1 
a (i) q{X (~ for 1 <~i<~h, 
b]i) q[X (i) for h+ l~<i~<[J01. 
Then we can find a claw with center v in ({v} UNH(v)U Ul.~'l x(i)). Note that by the 
condition in Lemma 5.1(ii), we have a (i) ~X (i) also for h + 1 ~<i~<[Jo[. 
We define y(i)= V(C(i))_X(i) for 1 <~i<~h and y( i )= {a(i),b(i)} for h + 1 <~i<~lJo [. 
We take disjoint subsets Z (~) of V(H) -  {v} -NH(v)  for 1 <~i<~lJo [ such that 
Z (° CN(a(i)), IZ(i)[ = IX (i!] for 1 <~i<~h, 
Z(~CN(b(t~)), [z( i)[=2 for h+ l~<i~<[J01. 
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This can be done by determining Z('~ from i = 1 up to IJo[, because for 1 <~i<~h, 
i I.J, I 
IX I/l] ~< ~ IX~J~ I = 3 -degH(c)~< [E(a ~i~. V (H) -  {v} -NH(v) )  l, 
/ 1 / 1 
and for h+l~<i~<[&l ,  
h 
IX'J l + 2(i - h)~2i<<,21Jo I <, [E(b~t '), V(H) {v} - NH(v))[. 
i ] 
Then for each i with 1 ~<i~<]J01, (Y~i)UZ(i)) contains a claw with center a ~it or btl 't 
depending on whether i<~h or i>~h + 1. Obviously, these claws and the claw in 
({v} U NH(v)U i iIJ,,I X~i); are pairwise vertex-disjoint. This contradicts the assumption Ui=t  / 
that G is a counterexarnple, and completes the proof for Case 1. 
Case 2: WI ¢0 .  
Let yEW1. By Lemma 4.3, degH(v )=1 or 2. I f  there exists a vertex v~W~ with 
degH(v)- -2,  then we take such a vertex v. By the definition of WI, we can take a 
claw C-C  !~1 with i ~ J  such that degH(v ) + [E(V(C),v)I >/4. Then by Lemma 3.11, 
we have E(V(C), U)=~3, and hence 
]E (v (c ) ,  w) l  = IE(V(c), V(H))N ~>n - s + 1/>9. (5.5) 
We distinguish several cases depending on the degree of v in H and the degrees of 
the neighbors of v in H. 
Case 2.1: degH(v)=2.  
Let Nft(c)={u,w}. We may assume that v and C are chosen so that degf f (u)+ 
degH(w ) is maximum, and subject to this condition, [E(B,v)I is maximum. Note that 
since degtl(v ) + [E(V(C),v)[ ~>4, we have 
[E(V(C),v)I>~2. (5.6) 
Hence we have E(B, v)7~ O. By Lemma 3.3, we have 
N(a) c3 V(H)C {u, v, w}. (5.7) 
Subease 2.1.1: degH(u ) = degt/(w ) = 2. 
Lemma 5.2. The fi)llowing statements hold: 
(i) ]E(B,W- {u,v,w})]<~4. 
(ii) I f  lE(B, v)] >~2, then ]E(bp, W-{u, v,w})] ~< l jo t  an3' bf, C B, and hence IE(B, W 
{u, v,w})l ~<3. 
(iii) IE (B ,W-  {u,w})l~<6. The equality IE(B,W {u,w}) ]=6 holds onh' (] 
IE(B, ~')1 = 3. 
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Proof. The statement (iii) is immediate from (i) and (ii). So we shall prove (i) and 
(ii) only. 
Let bqEN(v)AB and bpEB with bp~bq. Suppose that IE(bp, W-  {u,v,w})[>~2. 
Then, (bq, u,v,w) contains a claw with center v, and ({a, bp}U(N(bp)N(W-  
{u,v,w}))) contains a claw with center bp, a contradiction. Hence it follows that 
[E(bp, W-  {u,v,w})[<<.l for any bpEB-  {bq}. Since the vertex bqEN(v)NB was 
also arbitrary, if IN(v) NB[-- [E(B, v)l ~>2, then [E(bp, W - {u, v,w})[ ~< 1 holds for any 
bp EB. This shows (ii). 
To show (i), we suppose that [E(B,v)[ = 1 and set N(v)NB={bq}. The argument 
in the preceding paragraph shows that [E(B- {bq}, W-  {u,v,w})] ~<2. On the other 
hand, by (5.6), v is adjacent to a. Hence by Lemma 3.1, [E(bq, W-{v})[ ~< degH(v) = 2. 
Thus [E(B,W - {u,v,w})[<~lE(B- {bq},W - {u,v,w})[ ÷ IE(bq, W-  {v})l~<4, 
showing (i). [] 
Lemma 5.3. [E(V(C), {u,w})[/>3. 
Proof. Suppose that [E(V(C),{u,w})I<~2. By Lemma 5.2(iii), we have [E(B,W- 
{u,w})[ ~<6. Also by (5.7), we have E(a, W-  {u,w})C {av}. Hence by (5.5), 
9 <<. n - s + 1 <.[E(V(C), W)[ (5.8) 
= IE(B, W - {u,w})l ÷ IE(a, W - {u,w})[ + I E (V(C) ,{u ,w}) l  
~< 6 ÷ 1 ÷ 2=9.  (5.9) 
Thus equality holds in (5.8) and (5.9). The equality IE(a, W - {u,w}) I = 1 implies 
that avEE(G). The equality [E(B, W-  {u,w})[ =6 implies, by Lemma 5.2(iii), that 
[E(B, v)[ = 3. Hence N(v)D V(C). Also, from the equality 9 = n - s  + 1, we have 
n= 10 and s=2,  and consequently, IWl =n-  3s=4.  Let W={u,v,w,x}. Then, since 
degH(u) = degH(v)= degH(w ) = 2 and (W) does not have a triangular component, we 
obtain degN(x)=2. Now, applying Lemma 3.6 to v and x, we have IE(V(C),x)I<<.I. 
Consequently, 
[E(V( C), W)[ = [E(V( C), v)[ ÷ [E(V( C), {u, w})[ + Ig(V(C),x)l <~ 4 ÷ 2 ÷ 1 = 7, 
which contradicts (5.5). [] 
Lemma 5.4. au, aw ~ E( G). 
Proof. Assume the contrary, say au EE(G). Since w ~NH(u), applying Lemma 3.3 to 
the vertex w, we obtain E(B,w)=O. 
We first suppose that aw E E(G). Then by the same argument, we have E(B, u)= 0. 
It follows that E(V(C), {u,w})C {au, aw}, which contradicts the result of Lemma 5.3. 
Thus aw ~E(G). By Lemma 5.3, I E (V( f ) ,u ) l  = IE(V(C) ,  {u,w})l/>3. Then, in view 
of Lemma 3.6 and (5.6), we obtain N(u)UN(v) ;b V(C). In particular, we have IE(V 
(C),u)[ = [E(V(C), {u,w})[ = 3. Since au E E(G), v is not adjacent o all vertices of 
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B. This means that the equality in Lemma 5.2(iii) does not hold, i.e., IE(B, W-  
{u,w})[ ~<5. Thus we have 
9 <<. n -s t  I<~IE(V(C),W) I (5.10j 
~- IE(B, W - {u,w}) I + [E(a, W - {u,w}) I + IE(V(C), {u,w}) I 
~< 5 + 1 +3=9.  (5.11) 
Hence the equality holds in (5.10) and (15.11). From the equality in (5.10), we have 
n= 10, s=2 and [WI=4. Let W={u,v,w,x}. Then degtt(x)=2. From the equality. 
in (5.11), it follows that avEE(G) and 
5 = IE(~, w - {u,w}) l  = [E(B, {v,x}) l .  
This implies that N(v) UN(x) ~ V(C), IE(V(C), v)[ >~2 and [E(V(C),x)[ >/2. This con- 
tradicts Lemma 3.6. We complete the proof of Lemma 5.4. [] 
Lemma 5.5. avf[E(G). 
Proof. Suppose that av E E(G). By Lemma 5.4 and (5.7), we have E(a, W)= {av}. 
By Lemma 3.1, for each vertex bp E B, we have [E(bp, W-  {v})] ~< degH(v)---2, and 
hence IE(B, W-  {v}) I-%<6. By (5.5), 
9<.[E(V(C), W)I = IE(B, m - {v})l + [E(B,v)I + IE(a, W) I 
~< 6+ IE(O,v)l + 1. (5.12) 
Hence we have [E(B,v)[>~2. We may assume that bj,b2 EN(v). 
On the other hand, by Lemmas 5.3 and 5.4, 
3 ~< IE(V(C), {u, w})l = IE(B, {u, w})l. 
Hence we may assume that IE(B,u)[ )2 .  Now, in view of Lemma 3.6, it follows that 
N(u) UN(v) ~ V(C). This implies that 
N(v)fqV(C)={a, bl,b2} and N(u)nB={bl,b2}. (5.13) 
In particular, [E(B, v)l---2, and hence equality holds in (5.12). Thus we have ]W I = 4, 
and we can set W = {u,v,w,x} so that deg/c(x)=2. Moreover, the equality IE(B, W - 
{v})[ =6 implies that [E(bp, W-  {v})] =2 holds for each bp CB. By (5.13), we have 
b3u f[E(G). Hence b3w and b3x C E(G). Therefore, we have N(v)UN(w) D V(C) and 
N(v) UN(x)D V(C). Applying Lemma 3.6 to the vertices v and w, we have [E(V(C), 
w)[ ~< 1. Similarly, applying Lemma 3.6 to v and x, we have [E(V(C),x)[ ~< 1. Conse- 
quently, 
IE(V(C), W)I = IE(W(C),u)l + IE(Z(C),v)l + IE(V(C),w)l + LE(V(C),x)I 
-%<2+3+1+1=7,  
which contradicts (5.5). This shows that av fIE(G). [] 
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We are now in a position to complete the discussion for Subcase 2.1.1. By (5.7) 
and Lemmas 5.4 and 5.5, we have E(a, W)=0.  By Lemma 5.3, IE(B, {u, w} )[ >13. 
We may assume that [E(B,u)I>~2, say bl,bzEN(u). Now from (5.6), we have 
IE(B, ~)l = IE( V( C), ~)l >12. 
First suppose that [E(B, v)[ =2.  By Lemma 3.7(i), we have [E(B, {u,w})[ ~<4, and 
by Lemma 5.2(ii), we have [E(B, W-  {u,v,w}) I ~<3. Hence we obtain 
9 <~ [E(V(C), W)[ = [E(B, W)] (5.14) 
= IE(B,v)I + [E(B,{u,w})[ + IE(B, W - {u,v,w})l 
~< 2+4+3=9,  (5.15) 
in which equality must hold. The equality in (5.14) implies that IW[--4, and hence 
we can set W---{u, v, w,x} so that degH(x ) = 2. Applying Lemma 3.7(i) to the vertices 
u and NH(U)= {v,x}, we have IE(B, {v,x} )t <<. 4, while the equality in (5.15) implies 
that [E(B, {v,x})] = 5. This is a contradiction. 
Next suppose that [E(B, v)[ ----- 3. We claim that E(bj, W-  {u, v, w}) = 0. If blz C E(G) 
for some vertex zC W-  {u,v,w}, then (a, bl,U,Z) contains a claw with center bl 
and {b2,b3,v,w) contains a claw with center v, a contradiction. Hence E(b1 ,W-  
{u, v, w}) = 0, as claimed. Similarly, we have E(b2, W - {u, v, w}) = 0. By Lemma 5.2, 
we have [E(b3, W - {u, v,w})l ~< 1, and hence [E(B, W - {u, v, w})[ ~< 1. Since IE(B, 
{u,w})[ ~<4 by Lemma 3.7(i), we obtain 
9 <. tE(V(C), W)I = [E(B, W)[ 
= IE(B,v)[ + [E(B,{u,w})l + IE(B, W-  {u,v,w})l 
~<3+4+1=8,  
which is a contradiction. 
This completes the proof of the main theorem in Subcase 2.1.1. 
Subcase 2.1.2: degH(u ) + degH(w ) = 3. 
We may assume that degH(u)= 1 and degH(w)=2.  We may also assume that 
N(v) N B = {bp I 1 <<. p <~ [E(B, v)[ }. First we prove the following lemma, which con- 
cerns the cardinality of E(B, W- {u,v,w}) in connection with IE(B,v)[. 
Lemma 5.6. (i) I f  tE(B,v)[ =3,  then IE(B, W - {u,v,w})l <~ 1. 
(ii) I f  Ig(B,v)l=2, then IE({b l ,b3},W-  {,,v,w})l<~l and [E({b2,b3},W- 
{u, v,w})[ ~< 1; consequently, IE(B, W - {u, v, w})[ ~<2 holds. 
(iii) I f  [E(B, v)[ = 1, then [E({b2, b3 }, W-  {u, v, w})[ ~< 1 and IE(b~, W-  {u, v, w})] ~< 2; 
consequently, [E(B, W - {u, v, w})[ ~< 3 holds. 
(iv) In any ease, IE(B, W-  {u,w}) I~<4 holds. 
Proof. In general, if bpV E E(G), then by replacing C by a claw in (bp, u, v, w), we see 
from the maximality of IE(H)[ that 
IE(B- {b,,}, W-  {,, ~,w})l ~< 1. 
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This shows (i), (ii) and the first inequality in (iii). The second inequality in (iii~ 
follows from Lemma 3.1, since (5.6) and the assumption IE(B,v)I-1 implies that 
av C E(G). Statement (iv) is immediate from (i), (ii) and (iii). 
Lemma 5.7. au ~E(G). 
Proof. Assume that auEE(G). Then by Lemma 3.1, ]E(bt,, W-  {u})l ~<1 lbr all 
b t, ~B, and hence IE(B, W-{u})]  ~<3. On the other hand, by (5.7), we have qE(a, W- 
{u}) I~< ]E(a, {v,w}) I ~<2. Hence 
9 <~ [E(V(C), W)I = IE(B, W - {u})[ + IE(a, W {u})! + IE(V(C),u)] 
~<3+2+4=9.  (5.16) 
Thus equality holds in (5.16). In particular, we have ]E(V(C),u)I=4, and hence 
u is adjacent to all vertices of B. By Lemma 3.2, we obtain IE(a, W - {u})[ ~< degH(u) 
=1,  while the equality in (5.16) implies that IE(a,W {u})]=2. This is a 
contradiction. 
We write Nit(w)= {v,x}. 
Lemma 5.8. deg . (x )= 1. 
Proof. Assume that degH(x ) -  2. Then, W contains at least 5 vertices implying that 
IE(V(C), W)[ ~> 10. 
On the other hand, since vE W1 was chosen so that deg~t(u ) + degH(w ) is maxi- 
mum, w is not contained in Wl. This implies that IE(V(C),w)[ ~< 1. Also by (5.7) and 
Lemma 5.7, we have E(a, W-{w})  C {av}, and hence ]E(a, W-{w}) I~< 1. Now. using 
Lemma 5.6(iv), we obtain 
10 ~< IE(V(C), W)l 
= IE(B. W - { , .w}) l  + IE (B . , ) I  + IE(a. W - {w})l  + le(V(C~.w)l 
44+3+1+1=9.  
This is a contradiction. [] 
By Lemma 5.8, (u,v,w,x) is a component of H isomorphic to the path of length 
three. Hence by Lemma 3.8(i), we have IE(B,{u,w})l ~<4. Also by Lemma 5.6(iv~, 
we have IE(B, W - {u, w}) I ~<4. Since N(a) ~ W C {c, w} by (5.7) and I_emma 5.7. we 
obtain 
9 ~ IE(V(C), W)I = IE(B,{u,w})l + IE(B, W - {u,w}) I + IE(a, W)I 
~<4+4+2=10.  
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This implies that 
3 <~ lE(B, {u, w} )l <<.4, 
3 ~< IE(B, W - {u,w})l ~<4, 
and 
(5.17) 
(5.18) 
Lemma 5.9. IE(B,v)[ <~2. 
Proof. Assume that ]E(B,v)[ =3. Then by (5.19), N(v)UN(w)D V(C). Hence by 
Lemma 3.6, we have IE(V(C),w)I ~< 1. Consequently, we obtain 
9 <<, IE(V(C), W)I 
= IE(V(C),w)l + IE(B, W - {u,w})l + IE(B,u)I + IE(a, W - {w})l 
~< 1+4+3+1=9,  
in which equality holds. In particular, we have IE(B,u)I=3 and IE(V(C),w)I: 1. 
Let zE V(C) be the neighbor of w. If zEB,  then we have IE(B,{u,w})l--4 but in 
Lemma 3.8(ii) neither (a) nor (b) holds, a contradiction. If z = a, then (B U {u}) con- 
tains a claw with center u, and (a,v,w,x) contains a claw with center w. This is a 
contradiction. Thus the lemma follows. [] 
Lemma 5.10. [E(B, {u, wDI : 3. 
Proof. Assume the contrary, i.e., by (5.17), [E(B,{u,w}) I =4. By Lemma 3.8(ii), we 
obtain [E(B,w)[ >12, and hence w E Wl. By the rnaximality of IE(B,v)[ in our choice 
of vE W1, it follows from Lemma 5.9 that IE(B,v)I=[E(B,w)[=2. Thus in Lemma 
3.8(ii), the situation (a) holds, i.e., we have N(u)NB=N(w)NB.  Also, by (5.19), 
a EN(v)UN(w).  In view of Lemma 3.6, we have N(v)UN(w) /~ V(C), implying that 
N(v)NB=N(w)NB.  Thus we have 
N(u)NB:N(v)NB=N(w)NB= {bl,b2}. 
Applying Lemma 3.1 to a vertex in N(a)N{v,w},  which is not empty by (5.19), 
we obtain E({bl,b2}, W - {u,v,w})=O. Hence by Lemma 5.6(ii), 
[E(B, W - {u, v,w})l = ]E(b3, W - {u, v, w}) I ~< 1. 
Consequently, we have 
9 <~ IE(V(C), W)I = IE(B, W-  {u,v,w}) I + [E(B,{u,v,w})l + [E(a, W)[ 
= [E(b3, W-  {u, v, w})l + IE(B, {u, v,w})l + IE(a, {v, w))l 
41+6+2=9,  
N(a) n {v, w} =~ ¢. (5.19) 
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and equality holds. In particular, we have awEE(G) and IE(b3, W-  {u,v,w})l = 1. 
Now, by replacing C by a claw contained in (bl, b2, u, v), we get a contradiction to the 
maximality of IE(H)I. This completes the proof of Lemma 5.10. [] 
By Lemma 5.10 and (5.18), we get 
9 <~ [E(V(C), W)] = ]E(B,{u,w}) I + IE(B, W - {u,w}) I + [E(a, W)I 
~<3+4+2=9,  
in which equality holds. Therefore, W = {u, v, w,x} and 
4 = IE(B, W - {u,w}) I = [E(B, {v,x})[, (5.20) 
av, awEE(G). (5.21) 
If [E(B,v)[ = 1, then by (5.20), we have [E(B,x)[ =3. Then by Lemma 3.2, we 
obtain [E(a, {u, v, w})[ ~ 1, which contradicts (5.21). Thus we have [E(B, v) t = 2, and 
hence IE(B,x)[ =2 by (5.20). It follows from Lemma 5.6(ii) that blx, bzx E E(G). 
Applying Lemma 3.1 to the vertex w, which is adjacent to a by (5.21), [E(bp, {u,v, 
x}) I ~<2 holds for all bp EB. In particular, since [E(bp, {v,x})[ =2 for p= 1,2, u is not 
adjacent o bl or b2. Hence, 
N(u) AB C {b3}. (5.22) 
On the other hand, if b3w E E(G), then we get N(v)UN(w)D V(C), which contra- 
dicts Lemma 3.6. Hence we have 
N(w) NB C {bl, b2}. (5.23) 
By Lemma 5.10 and (5.22) and (5.23), equality holds in (5.22) and (5.23). Now, re- 
placing C by a claw contained in (bl, b2, W,X), we get a contradiction to the maximality 
of IE(H)I. 
This completes the proof of the main theorem in Subcase 2.1.2. 
Subcase 2.1.3: degH(u)= degH(w ) = I. 
We first prove the following lemma. 
Lemma 5.11. E(B, W - {u,v,w})¢~. 
Proof. We assume that E(B, W-  {u,v,w})=f). By (5.5) and (5.7), IE(V(C),W)t = 
]E(V(C), {u, v, w}) 1/> 9. 
We first suppose that auEE(G). By Lemma 3.1, ]E(bp,{V,W})l<<,l holds for all 
bp EB, and hence [E(B, {v,w})[ ~<3. Hence 
9 ~< ]E(V(C), {u, v, w})[ = [E(B, {v, w})[ + [E(B, u)[ + IE(a, {u, v, w})[ 
~< 3 + 3 + 3 =9. (5.24) 
Thus equality holds in (5.24). This in particular implies that aw E E(G). Consequently,. 
again by Lemma 3.1, we have [E(bp, {u, v})[ ~<1 for all bp E B, and hence [E(B, {u, v})[ 
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~<3. However, since E(B, v )¢  0 by (5.6), the equality [E(B, u)[ = 3 in (5.24) implies 
that [E(B, {u, v})[ ~>4. This is a contradiction. 
Thus we have auraE(G). By symmetry, we also have aw~E(G), and hence 
E(a, {u, v, w}) C {av}. Since [E(V(C), {u, v, w})[/> 9, this implies 
IE(B, {u, v, w} )l /> 8, (5.25) 
i.e., B and {u, v, w} are joined completely except possibly one pair. 
Suppose that E((B))¢O. Without loss of generality, we may assume that bib2 E 
E(G). By (5.25), we can find a vertex xE {u,v,w} such that x is adjacent o bl and 
b2, and that b3 is adjacent to both of the vertices in {u, v, w} - {x}. Then, by replacing 
C by a claw contained in ({a, b3}U({u,v ,w}-  {x})), we get a contradiction to the 
max/reality of [E(H)[. 
Thus we have E((B))= 0. By (5.25), some vertex bp E B is joined to all vertices of 
{u, v,w}. Then, by replacing C by a claw contained in (bp, u, v, w), we get a contra- 
diction to the maximality of ~j~-i 1[E(<V(C(i))))[. [] 
Lemma 5.12. For every bj, EN(v)•B, we have E(B-  {be}, W- {u,v,w})=O. 
Proof. If E(bq, W-  {u,v,w})¢O for some bq EB-  {bp}, then by replacing C by a 
claw contained in (bp, u,v,w), we get a contradiction to the maximality of [E(H)[. [] 
By Lemma 5.11, there exists a vertex bp EB with E(bp, W-  {u,v,w})~O. We can 
assume that p = 1. Then by Lemma 5.12, v cannot be adjacent to either b2 or b3. Since 
IE(V(C),v)I ~>2 by (5.6), we have 
N(v) M V(C) = {a, bl }. (5.26) 
In particular, we have av EE(G), and hence by Lemma 3.1, 
IE(b,, W - {v})[ ~<2. (5.27) 
If auEE(G), then by Lemma 3.1, we have tE (b l ,W-  {u})[~< degH(u)= 1, while 
bl v E E(G) and E(bl, W - {u, v, w}) ¢ 0. This is a contradiction. Hence we have au f~ 
E(G). By symmetry, we also have aw q{E(G). By (5.7), we obtain N(a) N W = {v}. 
Also, by Lemma 5.12, we have E({b2, b3}, W-  {u, v, w})= 0. Consequently, by (5.26) 
and (5.27), 
9 <<, IE(V(C), W)I 
= ]E(V(C),v)] + [E(bl, W - {v})[ + [E({b2,b3}, W - {v}) 1+ IE(a, W - {v})[ 
= [E(V(C),v)I ÷ [E(b,, W - {v})] ÷ IE({b2, b3},{u,w})I 
~<2+2+4=8,  
a contradiction. 
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This completes the proof of the main theorem in Case 2.1. 
Case 2.2: degtt(v) 1. 
Let Nf~(v)-~ {w}. Note that IE(V(C), v) / ~>3 since ~: E Wt. 
Lemma 5.13. For {p ,q , r}= {1,2,3}, we suppose that bt,. b v ~N(v)~B.  Then, 
(it IE({a,b,.}, W - {v,w})l ~<1, and 
(ii) (f degH(w)-- 1, then E({a.b,.}, W - {v,w})=O. 
Proof. By replacing C by a claw contained in (b t. bq, c, w), we obtain both statements 
immediately from the maximality of IE(H)[. -! 
Lemma 5.14. IE(B, v)J = 2. 
Proof. Since IE(V(C),v)]>~3, we have ]E(B,v)I>~2. Suppose that JE(B,t~)I=3. If 
degH(w)~ 1, then by Lemma 5.13(ii), no vertex in V(C) is joined to W - {r,w}. 
Hence IE(V(C), W)[ = ]E(V(C), {v,w})] ~<8, which contradicts (5.5). If degH(w) -2 .  
then w~ WI by the choice of rE WI, and hence IE (V(C) ,w) l  ~< 1. By Lemma 5.13(i). 
]E({a,b,}, W-  {v,w})[ ~< 1 for each h,. CB, and hence IE(V(C), W-  {c.w})] ~<3. Con- 
sequently, 
IE (V(c) ,  w) l  ~< IE(V(c), w-  {~,,w})l + IE (v (c ) ,  v)l + IE (v (C) ,w) i  
~3+4+1=8,  
which contradicts (5.57. This proves IE(B,~)J = 2. :1 
Since IE(V(C),v)]>~3, we have avEE(G) by Lemma 5.14. By Lemma 3.t, wc 
have ]E(bI, W - {v})l~<l for all bl, EB, and hence IE(B,W - {v})l~<3. Also, by 
Lemma 5.13(i), we obtain IE(a, W {r,w})] ~< 1, implying ]E(a, W - {r})! ~<2. Now. 
since IE(V(C), v) I -3 ,  we obtain 
IE(V(C), w)l  = IE(V(C),v)l--]E(B, W - {r}) l  + IE(a, W - {c}) l  
~<3+3+2=8,  
which contradicts (5.5). 
This completes the proof of the main theorem. ~? 
Note. The referees have pointed out that some weaker asymptotic results can be ob- 
tained by other methods, for example, probabilistic methods as in [9,6], or Szemer6di's 
Regularity Lemma [10]. Also in [8], it is proved by a much simpler argument that a 
graph of order at least (t + 1)k + O(t 2) with minimum degree k + t -  I contains k 
pairwise vertex-disjoint s ars of order t + 1. 
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